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Opportunities for deeper Economic Cooperation 

between Mercosur and Korea
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MERCOSUR and Open Regionalism?

 GDP of over $3 trillion and a population

of 261 million in 2019.

 MERCOSUR during 1991-2021: 30 years

and still Customs Union(protectionism

against external members within 4

internal member states)

 However and currently MERCOSUR starts

many FTA negotiations with EU(20years),

the ongoing negotiations with

Canada(3years), Korea(4years since 2017),

Singapore(3years) and Lebanon(2 years),

and the deepening of agreements already

signed with Israel(in 2007) and

India(India-MERCOSUR, PTA in 2005).
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FTA effects via MERCOSUR-KOREA TA

I. Macro-Level and Structural Reform Matters after 30 years’ experiences

MERCOSUR’s Challenges: 1) size of its membership and diversification of trade, 2) strength

of its institutions, 3) depth of its integration, such as democratic and social integration

with member states

1. Expanding MERCOSUR(4): e.g. EU(27), ASEAN(10), ASEAN+3, SAFTA(9)….,

2. Diversification of trade and Breaking away from big economy’s dependence

- e.g. China, USA, and EU are the principal export and import destinations for Mercosur

nations.

3. Strength of its institutions: supra-national framework may be needed to advance and

deepen integration in investment and services, control dispute settlements and managing

CET tariff system and CTP policy and CC currency, etc.
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Korea and MERCOSUR, both economies are highly complementary

4. Trade creation and trade diversion effect in the fields of manufacturing industry, etc.

- e.g. ICT industry and technology toward more knowledge economic society

- Revitalization of regional economic networks: digital economy transformation, single

currency management system, etc.

5. Reduce political conflicts and strengthen regional democracy and social integration:

open regionalism could effect on more political, social and even cultural integration with

expanding more MERCOSUR’s Citizenship
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FTA effects via MERCOSUR-KOREA TA

 II. Micro-Level and right-timing matters with the current multiple crisis management 

- Overcoming current trade shrinking(economic crisis) with corona pandemic

- Overcoming climate crisis, amazon forest protection with building and leading Trade

and sustainable Development(TSD) regime(different from EU model?)

- Overcoming political divides with regional member states based on left(Argentina)-

right(Brazil) ideologies(too much political intervention in economic(trade) affairs should be

restrained?)

- Coordination of political schedules(Brazil 2022, Korea 2022)


